Interactive Cuneiform Imaging
for Research and Publishing
Various imaging projects produce high resolution images or applications to be consulted via
specially developed software packages or databases. How can we allow researchers to use
such high-end results as effectively as possible? Below, a look at how scholars in SyroMesopotamian Studies (KU Leuven and RMAH-Brussels) and engineers (ESAT-VISICS,
Leuven) try to work out answers.
Quality and Quantity
The enormous quantity of inscribed material is a known issue.
Selecting easy to handle equipment that records this vast number of
objects in detail and sufficiently fast is crucial. After many
experimental phases and successive research projects, trust was
bestowed on the Portable Light Dome system (PLD) developed at
the KU Leuven. It produces 2 to 3 scans of tablets (all sides
included) per hour. The dome-shaped acquisition hardware
registers a surface by taking 260 differently illuminated pictures of
one and the same side. Based on this data-set, the characteristics
(relief and color) of that surface can be calculated into virtual and
interactive 2D or 3D models.

“The virtual results of the PLD system
can be published and consulted
interactively online in a conventional
web browser”

“Embedding 3D models easily
obtained via the PLD system into a
PDF allows any user with Adobe
Acrobat Reader (freeware) to interact
with cuneiform documents”

The Portable Light Dome in action

Dissemination for research and publication
The factual advantage of the qualitative and accurate results of
the PLD-system is found in the multiple ways they can be
handled and used, all based on one and the same recording:

3 examples of visualization filters to enhance the features on the surface of this Old
Babylonian contract (© Cornell University: CUNES 05-01-1-015)

- A large number of visualization filters and relighting options
can be applied to the virtual images; they permit the
recognition of otherwise almost impossible to identify
passages on the surfaces of these objects, see to the lefttop. [research]
- 3D models can be generated, allowing actual interaction with
the recorded artifact, see below-left. [research]

PDF opened with Acrobat Reader
with embedded interactive 3D
models and automatically
generated objective line drawing
(© University Leuven: NP 2)

- Scholars studying ancient tablets have selected the line
drawing or sketch tool as most helpful. It automatically
generates an objective black & white drawing, see to the left.
[research & publication]
- Computer generated images and interactive 3D-models can
be incorporated into a PDF document, durable for long term
digital preservation, see to the left-middle. [publication]
- The results can be published online, incorporated into a
database and consulted interactively, see below. [publication]

Online Interactive Cuneiform Collection
http://www.arts.kuleuven.be/info/ONO/M
eso/cuneiformcollection

Example of 3D model generated with
PLD (© RMAH, Brussels)
http://mill.arts.kuleuven.be/pld/data_Leuv
en/3D/O.0175_Reverse.ply
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3D model of an astrologic text from Uruk visualized in the MeshLab viewer
(© Royal Museums of Art and History, Brussels: O.0175)

“3D models generated by the Portable Light
Dome on your mobile device. Download the
Meshlab app (iOS and Android) and have a
look, click the QR code to the right-below”

Online interactive web viewer for all results of the Portable Light Dome recordings (image: © Allard
Pierson Museum, Amsterdam: Dortmond 3). For a complete online interactive set, see the Leuven
Cuneiform Collection via the QR code to the right-top.
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